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HAIR IN TaNaKh: THE SYMBOLISM OF GENDER AND CONTROL

Abstract

issues of social

This paper will explore the symbolic meanof hair in the Hebrew Bible, or TaNaKh. It
will deal only with head hair, highlighting a few
important examples which give insight into the
symbolic role of'hair in these texts.
The theories of Edmund Leach, C.R.
Hallpike, arid Gananath Obeyesekere will be examined in ligh• of the debate over the relative
me•'its of psychoanalytical versus sociological
derstandings of hair symbolism. claim that unthe
division which both Leach and Obeyesekere make
between individual and social symbols is an arbitrary one, and that hair symbolism may be understood by including the individual within a broad
sociologically frarnework. I will show that hair
can be seen as a key to the symbolic language of the
TaNaKh, •and stands at the center of a cultural dialectic between order and cuntrol on the one hand,
and freedom and spontaneity on the other. I will
also demonstrate how hair is especially important
for understanding the TaNaKh's symbolism of

ings

gender.

INTRODUCTION
Since the 1950s scholars have been debating the symmeanMg of hair. A purely psychoanalytic posi:
tion is first taken up by Charles Berg (Berg 1951) and
later carried over into the ethnographic context by

bolic

Obeyesekere (Obeyesekere 1981). This position mates that head hair is a symbol of the phallus, and
that cutting of head hair invokes castration. A position
intermediate between the psychoanalytical and the sociological is represented by Edmond Leach. Like
Obeyesekere, Leach accepcs the Freudian paradigm as an
explanation of the origins of hair symbolism.
However, in his article "Magical Hair" (Leach 1958),
Leach claimed that thee anthr, opologist as anthropo./[ogist
has no access to the pri('ate symb01ism of the-psyche,
b•t must limit anthropological diss:ourse to the realm
of "the social." The most purely sociological position
is articulated by C.R. Hallpike (Hailpike 1978).
Hallplke argues that the meaning of hair •ymbolism is
related to a persons being "inside" versus *outside" of
mciety. As such, his argument comes very close to that of
Mary Douglas, who correlates body symbolism with
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(Douglas 1973). I will a•gue
Douglas's argument, which expands
include the body and its symbolism, is
structure

and

the *social" to
the most fruitfial.
By rejecting the reliance on the inaccessible wt•rl•ings of tha psyche Hallpike and
Douglas open up the
possibility of understanding body symbolism
in the
context of observable factors •in the world" (Hallplke
1978: 135). In our case, where the main evidence of the
cultural context is an ancient text, exploring "the
world" means uncovering the linguistic and metaphoric patterns fo.nd in this text. I will claim, for
example, that exploring hair symbolism in the
TaNaKh leads us to discover a parallelism between
women and priests, with priests playing a culturally
"feminine" role. My argument will be thac by following the symbolic role given to head hair in the
TaNaKh, one may unravel a central cultural dialectic:
control versus freedom. This dialectic is especially
important in relation to fertility. Women and priests
each have responsibility for fertility in their respective
realms. Women are to bring offspring to the family,
and priests, through their service in the Temple, bring
general prosperity and fruirfiAness to the nation as a
whole. As such, they are both under the injunction to
maintain control over their bodies, with hair being the
prime symbolic locus of this control. On the other
hand, the texts hint that fertility can never be the result
of control alone: life can only spring from something
which is itself alive, *fiovjng and free.
SPLITTING

HAIRS: THE

ANTHROPOLOGICAL DEBATE
The anthropological debate over the interpretation
of hair may be summed up as "whose turf is it on?"
Psychoanalyt!cally oriented interpreters have claimed
spcdfic and universal meanings for hair, such as hair
phallus (Berg 1951, Obeyesekere 1981). British sodai
anthropologists (Leach 1958, HaIlpike 1978) have
maintained that as long as hair is used as sodal symbol, a purely social or cultural explanation a is required.
Hair is parr of the body, and the interpretation of
the body is a messy endeavor. Ted Polhemus writes
about theories of body symbolism: "...psychoanalyxic
and sodologicaJ theories approach the subject of body
symbolism from such radically different perspectives
that it will be a long time before a common,
'ecumenical' framework of research can be elaborated
for the study of body symbolism" (Polhemus 1978:134).
This inter-disciplinary competition comes about because the body o•upies a unique, multi-levelled place
in human consciousness. The body has been called "the

Natan

"place

where

individual, social, political, spiritual,
of sdf, converge" (Scheperand •...the site of a profound

our

perhaps other levels
Hughes and Lock 1987:7)

and

and tha•

long

unrestrained sexuality
restricted sexuality
dose-shaveo head cdibacy,

of ideology and subjectivity..."
(Stallybras and White 1986:90).
While would agree that a rapprochement between

interconnection

psychoanalytic

and

sociological theories

is

not

on

the

believe it is possible to find a framework
within which to discuss the body in both its individual
and its social aspects. In this paper I will argue against
the psy. choanalyrical approaches. Through pusiring a
universal symbolic system for the human psyche, they
will rather
seem to me to mystify rather than explain.
propose that the individual can be looked at as one level
of the social, physical, %uuide" world, and is therefore
open to analysis according to variasions and conditions
in this observable world, z Through the example of hair
symbolism. will shbw thor the TaNuKh includes the
individual body as one level within an integrated

horizon,

physical. •ocial,
Leach

m

and

first

will

We

spirimal"•o•mos..

in his 1957

seen

(Loach 1958:147-64).

approach of Edmond
lecture, "Magical Hair"

the

examine

Framing

his lecture

as a commen-

the work of the psychoanalyst Charles Berg,
Leach was attempting to deal with what he saw as the
convergence of psychoanalytic interpretation and the
ethnographic data. He claimed thas this data showed
hair to be a universal .symbol of the phallus. This universali• posed a challenge ro the sociological point of
view that social phenomena me determined by social
factors and wdl vary. from society to society.
Leach's point of departure is that of British structural anthropology., which posits a strong distinction
between public and private symbols. According to this
tary

on

anthropology

home ground when interwhich derive their meaning
other dements in the symbbl
system. The elements themselves are arbitrary. Private
'•'ymbol s, on the other hand, derive thdr meaning from
the murky depths of the subconscious, and have emoschool,

is

preting public symbols,
solely in relationship to

on

as

opposed

but he has no framework
this. He states:

...ethnography

hair

head.

hair

as

with the

cutting

committed

course.

am

this

to

is

as

as

a

are

emo-

was

to

a

once

or

lic ritual derives from the subconscious. Rather he
states, •ir. is the ritual situation which toakes the hair
'powerful,' nor the hair which makes the ritual powerful" (LeF'ch 1958:159}. His rialto is that the phallic
symbolism of hair, whatever its origin, is transformed
into a soda] fact and works as part ofcultttrc. Why, then,
does ir appear to be universal, to posses meaning independent of socially specific cundidons?

Surely

explicit and
dangerOus thoughts
liable to become rcpressed• Phallicism in
arc
is thus form of cathartic prophylaxis; it is
the

answer

conscious those

which
ritual

is that ritual makes

powerful

and

a

of the repressed unconscious of the
collective individual, it is a soda/ process which
serves to prgrcnt the individual fromdeveloping
sexual rcpreasious at all (Leach 195.8:t61).
not an

expression

For Leach, the psychological origins a•e valid, but they
taken up and preempted by the needs of the sodal.
As is to be expected whenever someone tries to integrate two sets of idem,Leach has been upbraided by the
defenders of both sides. Another English structuralist,
C.IL Hallpike, has criticized I..•ach's use of psycho-

castration;.

analytic theories

Of

link between

as a

arc

proposing rha• this is the only way to
look at the individual or the body. Only that for •he purposes
of interpreting public, cultural sTmbols, one may allowthe
soci "1 to r•ch into the
of the body.
:l

persistent,

explain

split between public •nd
aware that public symbols may
well
linguistic value. Thus he
c,•rry emotional
expands his question to broader plane, asking, "Just
where does the emotional content of symbols come
from, and how is it that some symbols
tionally loaded than others?" (I.•w.h 1958:147).toore
Leach's solution
to accept the psychoanalytical
interpretation of the origin of hair symbolism in the
subconscious, but then insist on its transformation
into public symbol
it reaches the ritual
social
He
disputes
Dr.
and the psychoanalysts'
Berg
smgu.
claim that the meaning of hair symbolism even in pubThough

that:

phallus,

as

private symbols, Leach

a

equation

a

,a symbol and the phallus

to

should take the form it does (Leach 1958:160).

as

agreeing

indicates

anthropologist

a

a

himself

as an

symbol and
this extent it is appropriate that hair should beto
prominent in rites denoting change in socialsexual status; but the anthropologists alone have no
theory which would explain why the symbolization

to

as a

hair

shor• hair

linguistic meanings (Leach
1958:149). Leach finds himself in dilemma in that
hair
symbol seems to be working the psychoanalysts say, arising with intrinsic toe'/hang from the human subconscious, yet it appears in the ethnographic
data, especially in ritual,
public symbol. Hc•nds
tional

Margati•

not

explain cultural phenomena
(Hallpike 1978:178).to He insists that the ethnographic
data does
justify Leach's daitos that head phallus,
hair cutting
castration, long hair
unrestrained
nor
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sexuality, etc. He points, for example, to Leach's
strained claim that in caltures where the head represents
soul, soul can be thought of as another way of saying
libido. How, he asks, in cases where women cut their
hair in ritual, can this be interpreted as castration?
Countering the claim that long hair is a symbol of
unrestricted sexuality, he notes that •scetics very
commonly have long hair (Hallpike 1978:137).
Despite these criticisms and others, Hallpike himself must admit that there eaiits a greater degree of
crnss-cultural consistency" of symbols than anthropological theory would predict, and that this calls for
mine

explanation.

He writes:

Two different hypotheses suggest themselves. The
first is that the meanings as•ibed to symbols me related to the wotlfings of the subconscious, which ate
resumed to be similar in members of every culture
and, more specifically, to the mechanisms of the repression and sublimation of" the sexual impulses.
The second is that, given the common concern of all
societies with survival, the nature of the physical
vironmenr, proctearion, the social role of" the
youth and age, order and disorder, and similar sexes,
basic
concepts, there are certain symbols and symbolic acts
which are inherently appropriate in expressing these
concepts, and that this is why these symbols are so
Commonly found and often have the same meaning
in different cultures (Hallpike 1978:134-5).
Whereas Leach chose the first op, tion, in which symbols"
are "about" the subconscious, he prefers the second, in
which symbols are *about" the world (Hallpike
1978:134-5). Following along these lines, Hallpike
suggests that the commonalities in hair symbolism can
be explained according to a correlation *...that long
hair is associated with being outside society and that the
cursing of hair symbolizes re-entering society, or living under a particular disciplinary regime within society...cutting hair equals social control" (Hallpike
1978:141). He further claims there is frequently an
association between being outside society and animalicy. Conveniently for
interests, he backs
his hypothesis with examples myfrom th'e Bible: Esau'suphairiness
and association with hunting and animality; the leper
who grows his hair long and muSt sit .outside
(and who shaves his hair
returning) the N•irites
long hair and separation upon
from society in order to be
closer to God. These, and the other examples he brings,
all fit more easily into his social explanation than into
Leach's psychoanalysica! one.
In addressing the question of the similarity of'symbols across cultures, Hallpike must cross some of the
lines which Leach dared not cross. With rhe assertion

th•e.ci•

outside •ocieq"
animaiity, Hallpike
anthropologist,
atuhtupologisr, can
an
talk about the origin of symbols. While he is carefid to
make the distinction that public symbols
not "about

that hairiness

argues that

as

an

zre

the subconscious," but rather "about the world," and
therefore verifiable, he does fall back
a list of very
general "common concerns" (procreation,on youth
and age,
sex roles, etc.) which would apply to all socleries. He is
thus able to talk about the origin of symbols within
expanded social framework which includes such general-an
ities as 'loose social control will often be reflected in

long

hair'.
This seems

to be a valuable step in that it goes
down the asbicrary division between

to me

breaking

far in

public (social, verifiable, •culturally variable,
"Culture") and private (psychological, universal,
"Nature"). Logically, this opens up the possibility that
need to leave the emotions and body to the
one does
dogmas of psychoanalysis
bin-medical determinism
nor

or

othet determinism, and then attempt,

as Leach
somewhat contorted "integration." Rather, one
may be free to test commonaliries or variations in symbols or behavior according to commonalities and variations in the Uwotld" of physical and social life.
Clearly, Hallpike's hypothesis foresl•adows the
ideas of Mary Douglas.• Douglas builds a comprehensive theory of body symbolism, "natural symbols," by
breaking down this dichotomy between linguistic, cultural meaning and mysterious origins. She posits
"universals," but only in the general sense of abstract
correlations •uch as the "purity ntle," which basically
states: the more social control, the more bodily control
(Douglas 1973:101).4 While Douglas has not explicitly
entered into the debate over the meaning of hair, her
theories support Hallpike's thesis of "social hair."
Douglas has daborated on the Durkhelmian idea
that variations in structures of thought and cosmology
are rdated
to variations in social structure (Douglas
1966), and has pushed this idea one step farther by applying it to the aesth,etics of the body:.
or some

does,

a

have

argued before

consonance

that there

are

pressures

to create

between the perception of social and

physiological levels of experience (Douglas 1966:
114-28). Some of my friends still find it unconvineing. I hope to bring
them round by going much
further, following Mauss in maintaining that the
human body is always treated
image of society
and that there can be no natural way of considering
the body that does not involve at the same time
as an

a so-

cial dimension. Interest in its apertures depends on
the preoccupation with social exits and entrances,
escape routes and invasions...
This approach takes the vertical dimension of
experience more seriously than the current trend in

H•pike's

pape•

"was

published

in 1969,

Mary Douglas"

Natural Symboh was firm published in 1970. do nor know
whar. if any, was the comact between them. Douglas does nor
cire this paper.
"The more complex the syuem of damificarion and the
stronger the pressure in maintain it. the more social interc•urse pre•ends co rake place between disembodied spirits."

Na•:Margalit

46

analysis

of symbolism which requires
borizonr•lly, as it were, by the
elements in a given pattern (Douglas

the structural

meaning

to

relation of

1973:98-9).
Thus she is able

talk about levels of

Eo

relationships

the

universalizing theoretical framework (Frcudian
psychoanalysis) perhaps most applicable to Victorian
Europe.
In terms of my analysis, Obeyesekere is really in the
Leach in that he feels.that emotions and
same group
personal symbols can only be understood through
psychoanalytic framework. would suggest that the
more useful approach is taken, by Hallpike and Douglas: expanding
idea of the soda[ to include the
emotions, the body, and its symbolism. 5
a

be found

experience,

as

and

between these levels. In.other words,
she tal• about the "origin" of body symbols by relating
them to the social structure, while avoiding the pitfalls
of mystifying and universalist appeals to psychological
or biological *Nacuse." She states:

our

HAIR iN TaNaKh

symbols

Natural

a

will

be found in individual
lexical items. The physical body can have universal
meaning only as a system which responds to the social ,system. exprexsing it as a system. What it symbolizes naturally is the relation of parts of an organism
to the whole (Douglas 1973:112).
noc

I will now examine a few.examples in order to te•se
out the symbolic meanings of hair. The first example is
the s•ory of the suspected adukeress, the sotah. I believe
this to be a pivo• text for the que•tlon of hair symbolism in TaNaKh:.

discuss the symbolic use of hair
briefly examine the work
of the
other maior participant in this debate over hair symbolism. Gananash Obeyesekere. In his 1981 book
Medusa'• Hair. Obeyesckerc uses the specific case of
hair symbolism to t.ry to bridge the gap between psychoanalysis and anthropology (Obeyesekere 1981). As did
Hallpike a decade earlier, Obeyesekere takes exception
to Leach. this time, however, accusing Leach of being too
much the structural anthropologist. We noted that for
la:ach, the psychological origins are valid, but they are
taken up and incorporated into the social. One reds
with.Leach that the dynamic dements with regard to
hair •'mbolism are the structural/functional needs of
society. Psychoanalysis only provides raw material.
Obeyesekdre's approach is the exact opposite in that he
takes the psychoanalytic
the dynamic element and
largely ignores the workingsas of sociery.
Obeyesekere criticizes Leach for maintaining the
divide between culture and emotions, between public
and private symbols, and for minimizing the role of
the individual in culture (Obeyesekere 1981:17-18).
While these are valid criticisms, his own analysis also
falls short in that he tends to colhpse ever/thing into
Freudian explanatory, framework. He spends the bulk
Before

going

in Ta,VaKh.

we

on

And the Lord spoke to Mosbe, saying. 'Speak to the
children of Israel, and say to them, If any man's wife
go aside• and commit a •respass against him, and a
man lie with her carnally, and it be hid fi'om the
eyes ofber hushand,...and the spirit of jealousy come
upon him. and he bc jealous of his wife, and she be
defiled: or if the spirit of jealousy come upon him,
and he be jealous of his wife, and she be not defiled:
then shall the man bring his wife to the priest...And
the priest shall bring her near, and set her before the
Lord: and the priest shall take holy water in an
earthen vessel; and of the dust that is on 'the floor of
the tabernacle shall the priest rake, and put it into the
water, and the priest shall set the woman before the
Lord, and loosen the hair of the woman's head,...And
when he has made her ckink the water, then it shall
come to pass, that, if she be dc•ed, and have done
trespass against her husband, that the water that causes
the cusse shall enter into her, and become bitser, and
her bdly shall swdl, and her thigh shall fall away:.
and the woman shall be a curse among her people.
And if the woman be not defiled, bur be dean; then
she shall be free, and shall conceive seed' (Numbers

to

will

5:11-28).

a

ethnographic

sections of his book discussing the
histories of his informants. His claim i..s..that
this should not be seen as separate from cuhfiie. He
writes, for example:

of the

family

Underlying

meaning of
the sublatcd pen!s emerging
a.s the god's
penis...that the symbol is rdared to the life experience of the ascetic does not mean that it is a private
symbol: it only means that we have to reject the conall is the

core

unconscious
via the head

ventional g'isdom that there is a radical hiatus between custom and emotion (Obeyesekere 1981:37).

This

type

of

analysis

runs

into

the

prdblem

of

principal claim I
to make about this text
body, specifically her sexual and
reproductive body, is symbol for the integrity of the
family uni h Penetration by another man is an intrusion,
rupture in this unit. The text
to imply that
The

want

is that the woman's

a

a

seems

even

anthropologists, of coume, have followed this line,
in diverse ways. Michde Resaldo, for example, in
her book. Knowledgeand Paation: llangot Notions of Sdf and
Social Lift (1980) used anthropological linguistics to get at
the emotional world of •he llnngut. Writers such
Pierre
•

Other

although

as

8ourdieu 11977) and Tbomzs Czordas (1990) have put forward theoretical fr'ameworka which differ fi'om Doughs' bur
aonethdess have in common the goal of anal?zing personal
experience and the body in rdafion to the sodal.
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if she is not g•ilry, but only "goes aside"--asousing her
husband's suspicions--she has somehow damaged the
integrity of the fiaxaily, ha• "betrayed her husband. "6 As a
central aspect of this ordeal the priest "loosens her
hair." In the light of Hallpike and Douglas's theories
of body symbolism• we may read this loosening of the
hair as symbolic of her perceived "loose" s•cual behavior, and its fragmenting effect on the family. •"
The text is concerned about the adulterous
woman..
No parallel ordeal exists for the man. Thus, in order
understand this text we need to elucidate the symbolismto
of gender. This, suggest, centers around the woman's
role as a child bearer• s ('Thus I referred in the previous
paragraph to the *family unit," and not simply the

°marriage.'}

We

for

see,

example,/omcthing

of the im-

portance of children from such institutions as thd levirate marriage, in which a man is required to marry his
brother's widow in cases Where the brother left no chil-

dren, in order that the llrst born of the levitate ma•range be *in the name of his brother who is dead, that his
name not be wiped out in Israel." If the brother refizses
his duty, he is publicly shamed, as the widow will
*...approach him in the presence of the alders, and loose
his shoe from offhis •'oot, and spit in his face, and shall
and say, 'Thus shall be done

answer

will
omy

to that man who
his brother's house...'" (DeuteronThis and many other examples indicate

buildup

not

25:6,9). 9

that children

were

not

considered merely

a

prosaic,

matter. While rabbinic texts begin to make
the aRerlife a central focus, for the TaNaKh the idea of
a house* or *continuing one's name in Israel"

practical

"building

man's •akc in eternity.
his house, needed not only to exist, but
be in order. In this society, to a large exkent,

was tantamount

A man's

needed
6

to

That is, the

defiled." the
waters

ciendy
•'

is still

to a

name,

text

explicitly

states that even if "she be not
and palnfu] ritual-of the bitter
if the hmband's suspicion is suffi-

embarrassing
appropriate

aroused.

Rabbis concluded from this passage that married
women must cover their hair (Babylonian Talmuci, Ketuhot
72a), and this does seem to have been the custom at least in
the 2rid century C.E., and probably earlier (d'. Corinthians
l:3).
8 See C.atol Meyeri, Discovering Eve:
Ancient Israelite Women
in Context for archeological and textual evidence of tl3u-im.
portance of women's child bearing for Istadite socier•. Rele,rant to our present concern, she writes: "The implications cf
gender differentiation are enormous when property inhefirance is reckoned patrilincally. The problem of establishing
proper heirs becomes critical, and the sexual b•havior of females becomes restricted. The doable standzrd
treatment
of females in terms of extramarital or premarital insexual
activity is first a pragmatic response to this situation ofinh•tance
legalities and only later a matter of morality* (Meyers
The

1988:194).

interesting to explore the symbols of the shoe,
but this would take us beyond the frame.work of'
this paper. The terms translated "loosed" is not the
same Hebrew word as •he *loosen" in the torah rsm.
9

It would be

spitting,

etc.,

family or lineage came to represent the principle of
order as opposed to chaos, and life as opposed
death.
This idea is seen in the placement of the mtahto
text in
the middle of the long introduction to Numbers,
which has up to this point been concerned with
an daborate census and ordering of the Children of Israd, be-

ginning

•...Take the

oral/the

sum

Congregation

of the

children of Istad, aRer their families, by the houses of
their fathers, by the number of names,
mal• by
their polls..." (Numbers 1:2). The success every
of this •roup

it starts its journey towards the Promised Land
allteddy related to the ewablisbment of order in the isfamily, tribe and nation.
Thus, women played pivotal and dangerous role:
they
the rind (weak?) link between the orderiy
trilinial families. (,See Gayle Rubin *The Traffic pa-in
Women" in Rearer 1975:192.) As child bearers they"
represented life, but only when they uphdd the prindple
of order. The woman's body must be '•whule," unblem•
ished by conmc• with man othes than her husband, and
her hair must be in order if she is ro represent the fertility, the *life" of the family. The particular death
brought upon the gusty woman in the sotah ordeal, the
"thigh" (a euphemism for the genirals) falling and the
belly.swelling, points to the illegitimate sexuality and
the loss of fertility which she has brought into this unit.
One way to untangle the symbolism of hair in
as

a

were

a

TaNaKh is

to

follow the

root

basis of the word translated

•'•'•°•. This

root

is the

*loosened" in the sotah
text. In the TaNaKh •'•'• can have the m•anings
*wild, *uncontrolled" or "without order." Given
as

Hallpike and Douglas's predic'dous about the corrdadon between social control and body (in ous case, hair)
control, this suggests a promising lineof inquiry. We
will examine a few examples.
One of the interesting places the root I•='1°• shows
up
is in the description of the incident of the Golden Ca•fi'
..when Mosbe saw that the people were in disorder
(17"lS); (for Aharon had made them disorderly
to the scandal of their enemies:) then Mushe stood up
in the gate... (Exedus 32:25).
The srsiking parallel to the ordeal of the suspected
adulteress is not simply the use of the same word, but the
•ct that Ahason, the High Priest, made
disorder/.y, as does the priest to the woman's hair in the torah
ordeal. The analogous relationship of the Golden Calf
text to the torah text is confirmed in another parallel:

thepeop•e

m pass, as soon as he came near to the
came
that
he
camp,
saw the calf, and the dancing: and
Moshe's anger burned, and he threw the tablets out of
his hands, and broke them at the foot of the mountain. And he took the calf which they had made, and
burnt it in the life, and •ound it to powder, and scattered it upon the water, and made the children of
I•ura'eldrink of it (Exodus 32:19-20) (italics mine).
And it

Natan
The children of Israel are put through an ordeal of bitter waters as a result of their "adultery" with the Golden'
Calfl The disorder they brought to their relationship to
God brought them death through drinking water mixed
with the ground up Calf. The metaphor of the lsradites
the (usually faithless) wife of God is central
as
throughout the TaNaKh (see for example Hosea, chap.
1,2). Rabbinic interpreters hardly needed rn go beyond
the text itself when they picture the giving of the Torah
Sinai as the wedding of God and the Isat Mount
raelites, and the incident of the Golden C, alf as the first
act of betrayal (e.g., Devarim Rabbah 3:12, TB Avoda.h
• 44a•°}.
This is important for us is dlar it takes the symbolism of order and dkorder, life and death, and male and
female, onto the national and the cosmic levels. Whereas
the woman's covered or braided hair is a symbol for legitimate seanalin." and the fertility of the family unk,
and loosened, disheveled hair a symbol for death,
we
equation, order life, disorder
now
see the same
death, as applied *o the entire nation. God's feminine
partner Israel must be faithful and "in order" (as
posed to •t'lg disorderly, unfaithful) if the "couple"op-is

together.

live and prosper

to

One

is therefore

another

element in both stories is the

common

interesting

context

a

It

see

Leviticus 10:6 and 21:10,

ing

priest.

the root •"i'n appear in
in connection with the priem's hair. In
to

we

see

priest from allowing his hair

injunctions
to

pt;ohibit-

become wild:

And Nadav and Avihu, the sons of Ahaton, took each
of them his censer, and put fire in it, and put incense
it. and offered strange fire before the Lord,
on
which he commanded them not. And a fire went our
from the Lord, and devoured them, and they died before the Lord...And Mnshe said to Aharon, and to
El'at.at and to Itamas, his sons, "Let the hair of your

heads

long (•l•"l•i'l •'),

neither rend your
clothes: les• you die, and lest anger come upon all the
not

grow

people" (Leviticus 0:1-6).

body.

nor

defile himself for his

latherS'or

for

his mother: neither shall he go out of the.sanctuary,
nor profane the sanctuary of his God; for the crown
of the anointing oil of his God is upon him: am
the Lord {Levtticos 21:10-12).

The

growing

of

long

mourning.

As the Rabbis concluded from these
pas-

for mourning involved letting one's
and rending one's clothes (Babylonian
Talmud, Moed Koran 14b). That these should be the
symbols of mourning in this society is not surprising
given our hypothesis that order was assodared with life
and disorder with death. *•" The priests
specifically
prohibited both from contact with deathwereand from the
symbols of mourning: long hair and rent clothing.
These prohibitions point to two interrdated
arpects of
the priests' role: as embodiments of the order within
the
nation, and ar guardians of the Sanct•,ary, from which
the nation drew its life.
A great deal of attention is paid tO the physical
appe•trance of the priests. In the Book of Exodus a large
amount of space is devoted to describing the detailed
requirements for the priests' clothing. The High Priest
especially had clothing which symbolized the unity of
the Istadire tribes. For example, the name of each tribe
was.. engraved on his breast plate. The priests were required to be free of physical defects, especially with
gard to their genitals, and they had strict rules as re-to
which wome n they could marry. Howard EilbergSchwartz points our that the priests were the sector of I•raelite society which
most dedicated to the prioripie of ascribed statuswas (Eilberg-Schwartz
1990:175).
sages, the
hair grow

customs

long

They functioned primarily as bodies, as living exemplars of Mary Dougias's theory that bodily control and
integrity signals control and integrity in the society, tz
It is not hard to see the parallels between the married
woman and the priest. One could almost say'the women
played the priest's role within the family by symbolizing the integrity of the family through her body the
priest symbolized the integrity of the society in theas order and wholeness of his. Both
restricted in their
sexuality and,
certain extent, even their movements
(the High Priest was
to leave the Sanctazasy; the
woman
not to "go aside" or, in other places, "go
out"). Or,
could perhaps say that the priest played
feminine role. His avoidance of death can be seen
reflecting his rule
who serves inthe Sanctuary,
which was the source of life for the Isradlte nation.
Once Fear, the High Priest would
the Holy of
were

to

a

not

was

one

a

as

And he that is the high priest among his brethren,
upon whose head the anointing oil wa.s poured, and
that is consecrated to put on the garmi:nts, shall not
suffer the hair of his head to grow 16ng (•'•P •),
nor rend his clothes; neither shall he go into, any

dead

and

Margalit

hair is associated with death

to For
references to Mourn Sinai m the wedding of
more
God and thc Jews, see Louis Ginzberg 1968:36, n.200.
thank Rabbi Eliezer Finkelman. Ph.D., for pointing out this

as

one

a

enter

Mary Douglas has, of

a/ready pointed out the
which characzerized
this society. am daborating
this theme by emphasizing
the imporfance of the notioni of life and death. Jacob Milgroin has criticized Douglas's work on the pollution system in
I1

concern

course,

for borders and dear

caregohes

on

ancient Israel
He •vors the

too

focused

on

the idea of order/disorder.

symbolism of life/death.
that the two
metaphors work together (Douglas 1969 andargueMilgrom 1991).
t:z less visible in their roles than the
priests were the Levires,
who were, nsverthdcss, perhaps even more exemplary of the
idea of bodily control reflecting soda/ control. The Lcvires
were in
sense the soldier•, the guardizns of the Sanctuary
and the orderly hierarchy of the lsradire's encampment
d/•ctibed in the firm four chapters of Numbers. In Numbersas
8:5-22 the initiation of the Levires is described. In it the
l.cvit• shave off a//of their body hair.
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Holies, and bring out (as a midwife?) atonement fi'om
sin, and, therefore, life for the nation..
Both the priest and the married woman seem to curry
symbolic meaning as bodies, representing
in their physical appearance, sexual behavlor,.and genealogieal
rip/the wholeness and order deemed necessary for puthe
nation and the family respectively. The I•riest closely
aligns with Mary Douglas's idea of the body reflecting
society. He, the High Priest espedally, is the public
symbol of society. He is at the top of a hierarchy by

hierarchy based
Eilberg-Schwartz
on
on
astributes this concern with physical integrity and genealogy to the Priestly Writer, the priestly dam of
sodep/. He opposes this to the writings of the prophets,
who saw holiness
in terms of moral uprightness.
It seems clear from the texts, though, that these
"factions" were constantly in interaction,
that it is
difficult to heady separate them one fi'om another. It is
also
tidy distinction benveen
easy to make
morality and the priestly concern for physical order.
This point may be illustrated with few other
pies. also having to do with the symbolism of hair.
The Book of Leviticus describes the plague of
tzara'at, commonly translated as leprosy. In fact, it is
dear that this is
the disease which
know of today
leprosy
(see
Milgsom
1991:817). Tzara'at includes
as
variety of swdlings, various colored sores of the skin
or scalp. It also, however, may affect one's cloths, or
which the nation is ordered. This is

bodies,

birth. Howard

a

or

more

so

not

so

a

a

nor

exam-

a

even

For
tears

city).

purposes we should note that one who is aftzara'at lem his or her hair grow long Or wild,
his dothm and sirs ourside the encampment (or the
our

by

When

fected

shaving

re-entering society

by tzara'at),

does

of the hair:

an

the rnetzorah (one afelaborate ritual including

And the diseased man in whom the plague is, his
clothes shal be rent, and the hair of his head shall
grow long, and he shall put a coveting upon his upper lip. andshall cry, Unclean, unclean. All the days
dusing which the plague shall be in him he shall be
unclean; he is unclean: he shall dwell alone; outside
the camp shall be his habitation (Leviticus 13:45-6).
And he that is to be cleansed shall wash his d•othes,
and shave offall his hair, and bathe himself in water. and be dean: and after that he shall come into the
camp. but he shall remain outside his tent seven days.
And it shall be on the seventh day, that he shall shave

all his hair off his head and his beard and his eyebrows, even all his hair he shall shave off: and h6
shall bathe his clothes, also he shall wash his flesh in
water, and he shall be clean (.Leviticus 14:8-9).

Again
ring to wild
we

are
or

era

a

as

on

based on evidence of the various texts were tzara'atis
mentioned. The dearest example is that of Miriam,
who is punished for her slander of Mothe with mara'at

(Numbers 12:10-13):

we

or

fected

metzorah goes through the rituals of one in mourning,
tearing the clothes and letting the hair
grow long-both symbols of breaking, loosening control.
beyond the *mourning rituals required Butof even
the
metzorah, his or her flesh itsdf is •broken" with the
sores and swellings. The ritual tearings and looseningr
are extensions of the symbolism of the plague irself. It
dea/ing with concentric layers of "skin,"
seems we
covering,
prorection----•he physical skin, clothing,
houses, the city: all catty symbolic meaning havihg
do with the protection, cohesion, wholeness (or lackto
thereof) ofsodety in irs various levds.
Milgrom has written that in TaNaKh the plague of
tzara'atis rehted to both ma•l (trespass against God,
sacrilege), and also to moral sins. He also menrions that
"seaJe disease" is commonly seen in ancient Near Eastpunishment for breach of treaties
texrs as
(Milgsom 1991:820-822). The Rabbis undemtood
the
plague of mara'at caused by social and especially verbal sins (see Babylonian Talmud,/u'achin 16a). This
the part of the rabbis, bur
was not simply homiletics

have our textual link, the root ;"'I"• referoi long hair. It is interesting to see its

appearance here in the

case

of the metzorah. The

And Miriam and Aharon spoke against Moshe beofthd Kushite woman whom he had taken, for
cause
he had taken a Knshite woman...Aad the anger of the
Lord was inflamed against them; and he departed.
And the cloud was removed fi'om the refit; and, behold, Miriam was snow white, stricken with
tzara'a•, and Aha•on looked upon Miriam, and behold, she was diseased...
I would argue that in all these cases the
common facbreaking of categories
tor is social "tearing":
and
breaches of trum. The moral offenses such as dander and
broken treaties ase subsumed (as Milgrom poinrs out)
under rdigious law, and the breaches of sacred
cate-

gories

are

seen

as

offending

the

"personal relationship

lsradires and God. (We saw this paralIdism in the comparison between the suspected
adultesons and the incident of the Golden Calf. It should be
noted that the suspected adulteress is accused of ma•/,
"sacrilege," in compromising the sacred category of sex
within marriage.) Thus, the plague of tzara'at follows
the symbolic logic which we have beefi discussing.
between the

breaks the social bonds of trust within the
by speaking slander or by Committing
sacrilege, one literally breaks the *fabric
of sociery,•
and this brings death. The very life of Israelite society
is revealed outwardly as coherence; irs inner
aspect is
cnsa and faithfulness.
It is interesting to compare the metzorah wir.b the
priests in whom we amociased "order" and *wholeness"
with an almost purdy physical inmgrip/. In the case of
the metzorah the verbal, moral order is the more
When

society,

one

either

Natan

emphasized. Upon re-examination, however, see that
the sense of order required of the priests was
not stric-dy
limited to the body; their sexual and marriage
restricwe

tions

cross

tween

"moral

the line into the "moral" realm. The line b•-

symbolic, "physical body"

the

body"

fall under both
the

was

acting

and the

fluid; their sexual behavior could

categories. As noted above in the
of
suspected adulterexs, the problem is not phrasedcaseas a

strictly physical issue of her allowing her body to be
penetrated, but is couched in terms of betrayal of trust.
This is certainly the moral sense of faithfulness which
is emphasized in the metaphor of the marriage of the
Jewish people to God in the prophet•. Thus,
cannot
draw any dear line between the purely physical
genealogical, "priestly" order, and the "prophetic" moral
order as they are represented in the bodies of the
so

one

or

Israelites.
One final

example

in this section will be the nadir,
vow. Becoming a aazir involves three prohibitions: against wine (or any grape
one

who takes

product), against
ting one's hair'-

a

Nazirite

contact

with the

dead, and against

cut-

Margalit

separation

from society, his or her separate and tundy
for
holiness.
That this is looked upon with
quest
bivalence is shown by the fact that at the ¢ondusiun am-of
the period of the vow the naz/r must offer
up his or her
shaven hair to the pries• who waves it as with
a sacri•qce
and throws it into the fire on the altar•
Long hair means lack of order on several different
levels: the sexual, the social, the physical-genealogical.
It is usually looked at as a negative thing, linked with
death and chaos and impurity. But it is also given a/: least
an ambivalent approval in the case of the na.z/r. It could

be that this is not a small or insignificant exception,
but rather the key to an altogether different approach

holiness,

spontaneous, charismatic holiness

a more

to

con-

training with the hieraschical, orderly holinem of the
priems. It is this type of holiness which is represented by
prophets such as Elijah, who was described as a hair/
man, and of course, by Samson (who complicates matters

by being

born a nara'r)! •4
However, there is still

one

loose su'and. The

priem

simply opposed and contrasted to his individualistic counterpart', the nazir, but
we noted, is himself
described having
un his head. The word nezz'r
also can refer
grape vines. Howard Ellberg-Schwartz
discusses grape vines in die context of the syrnbolism of
is

not

as

When tither a man or woman shall pronounce
a special vow of a Nazir to separate themselves
to the
Lord: hc (or she) • shall abstain from wine and
strong drink, and shall drink no vinegar of wine. or
vinegar of strong drink...All the days of the vow of

separation there shall no razor come on his head:
urnzi the days arc fulfilled,dnsing which he sepahis

rates himself to the Lord, he shall be holy, and shall
let the locks of the hair of his head grow. All the
days that he separates himself to the Lord he shall
come at no dead body...because the crown of his God
is upon his head... (Numbers 6:2-7).

The similarities as well as the contrasts co the priest
striking. Like the priest, the nazir avoids wine and
contact with the dead; like the priest he orsbe is dedicated in holiness to God. In both eases special attention
is paid to thc head and hair. The priest must not Ict his
hair grow wild. must wear a special head-covering, and
the High Priest must anoint his head with oil. The
nazir's holiness secms centered, by contrast, in his
her
long hair. However (and we will /'erum to this orpoint
shoal).), both arc described as having a "crown" on their
heads: the na.zir•'long, wild hair is eallcd nez•r, •a• the
High Priest's anointing oil is, oddly enough, also
given thi• appellation nezer (Leviticus 21:12}.
One might say that the naziris One •vho is
ing, as it wcrc. to be a priesr, to ascend the ladderattemptofholinem, not though the genealogically based hieralchy of
the priesthood, but through individual behavior. This
would explain the contrast with the priest in the matter
'of hair• Long. wild hair secms to symbolize the nazir's
are

I.•
as

The

parenthexic

applying

to

addition .is mine. It should be considered
the •'esr of this paragraph as well.

as

a nezer

to

circumcision:

pries@ v•iter
pruning.
comp•/.son between prnning and the act of cutting another
part of the body, nsmdy the hair. During the Sabbatical year, lsradites are instructed not to can T out
any
horticultural acri•,'ity, induding the pruning
of
There is

no

direct evidence that the

say an analogy between drcumcision and
But the priestly work does make an explicit

,grape

priesra call
(nezireka) or the 'aazirites' of she
Adds (nezireha) (Lev. 25:5,11)...The extension of
vines. These untrimmed vines the

your nazarites'

the

'naairite'

to untrimmed vines rests on a
association between an unpruned vineis bring dedicated to God) and a man
who has untrimmed hair (because he has conseeramd

term

metaphoric
yard (which
himsdf
The word

to

God)

uezer

(Ellberg-$chwartz

points

general

1990:151).

association between

to
long hair, untrimmed vines,
and, possibly, the anointing oil the head of the High Pfiem. These all have
some rdationship to the Holy. The hair of th• nazir
and the "untrimmed vines •e holy in their wildness,
abandoned and dedicated to God; the anointing oil is
holy and as such seems to point
to a hidden, untamed,
peer to the priest's holiness. It semns that the holiness of
s•rict hierarchy cannot exist in complete isolation. It is
not enough that the hierarchical ord;'r of the priems is
balanced by the lonely dedication of the nab/r, but the
a

on

14 Cf. Mieke Bal. Lethal love: F•minitt
Litera• Reading• of
Biblieall, ove Sm•es (1987:37-67). She gives a psychoanalFtic,
feminist analysis of Samson which bdieve could be
enriched by a more f•ne-grsined cultural analysis.
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priest himself must have an association with the wild,
the untrimmed, if he is to truly be a guardian of the life
of the nation. This is perhaps, the same dynamic
as
and White refer to when they write of the dependence of the top on the bottom, or self on the Other
(Stallybras and White 1986:4-5). As much as a culture
seeks to equate life with order, it cannot make a braid
without first letting its hair down.

St/llybras

CONCLUSION

meaning

woman;s

the.•orld,

nation

as a

seen most deasly in the case of
*leprosy" (W.ara'at). Here,
one who breaks the social
fabric conf•unts disintegration of his
her own
external coverings: skin, clothing, eveti houses, q'hey
don the symbols of the mourner: tearing cloths and
Ictxiag the hair grow. The examples of the tot•h, who
breaks the trust within the marriage, and she metzorah,
who tears the harmony and unity of sodety, demonstrare
that the *priestly- cuncesn for order is
to be nearly
separated from the *prophetic" call fornot social
justice

disorder with death is

or

The subject of the symbolic
of hair poses
difficult questions of interpretation. Hair, along with
thi: body in general, stands on the border between individual, subjective experience and social •.cts. I have"
shown that one does not need to leave the interpretation
of such bodily symbols to a mystifying and univemalist
psychoanalytical approach.
Rather, following Hallpike and Douglas, I have rdated the hair requirements
seen in several examples from TaNaKh to problems of
society, such as a concern for order, control of sexuality,
rdarionship of the individual and community, and
ochers. I have shown thar the body may noc alvrays symbolize society as a whole, but rather a complex • ofrelasions between the individual, the family, dan, ext.
One does not have to reify the Family structure imagined by Freud, but instead may allow tha* the family is
part of what Hallpike calls *the world" and observe its
effect on symbolic acts or ideas along wish the othes
complex, personal and communal, physical and ideological, rdations which make up social life. The hair
symbolism in TaNaKh provides
important evidence
that there is no intrinsic reason m maintain a hiatus between the personal and the sodal.
I have gone beyond the uscfiil but sketchy interpretations of Biblical material given by both Hallpikc and
Douglas ro give a richer account of thc pattern of symbols of which hair forms a small but vital part. I have,
for example, noted the interaction between the concern
for order, and the symbolism of life/death. This
touches un the symbolis m of. the masculine and feminine, and the interweaving of bosh in the culture of the
TaNaKh.
The married
hair is to be kept in order because she represents the *life" of the family. In a sodcty
where kinship was primary in organizing
and especially in an agrarian, parriaschal soc•cty in
which farms ate prosed on from father to (usually) son,
true human "life" means going beyond biological fertility to the creation of orderly generations of families,
lineages, and tribes. Women were the vital link between
physical reproduction and this concern for orderly descent. The "wholeness" and orderliness of the women's
body represented the integrity of the family unit. We
have noted how this symbolism is not limited to actual
female humans, but is extended metaphorically to the

Jewish

Jewish pegple the
(male) priests play a "feminine role. Their physical
wholeness, represented by their immaculate
genealogies, strict masriage laws, and bodily integri•
(including orderly, trimmed hair)• symbolizes .the
blessed, fertile status of the nation. The association of
marr|age between God and she

whole,

as

shown

by

the

of the Golden Calf. In this national

negative

case

context,

the

morality. Trust, faithfulnass, social cohesion were
m•mings of the ex•emul order assodared wish
the priems. Fmal!y the example of she nazir intmduc•
an ambiguity in the meaning of order, and especially
orderly hair. The nazir is she spiritual paralld to the
priest, equal in the/r laws of dexsh and wine avoidance,
but exactly opposite in laws concerning order/y hair.
The wild hair of the nazir can be seen as a symbol of the
individual quest, of the alternative path to holiness
and

the inner

outside and separate from the ofiqcial hierarchy. This
would seem to represent the cultural dialectic between
she priest and the prophet;, between she emabli.shment
and the critic. Bat we noted, she nezer, the untamed,
finds its way even into she crown of the high priest.
There is a recognition th.ar order cannot'exist on its
Without a vital, unbounded life force
own.
controlled hierarchicul order cannot produce blessed
fruit.
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